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Abstract 
Increasing efficiency in organisations and processes during the latest years has made the competition 
among companies tougher. To increase the efficiency the organisations have to analyse their processes 
and by doing that, gaps and bottlenecks can be found. Value stream mapping is a common method 
used when organisations are analysing their processes. Furthermore, in order for organisations to 
maintain competitive performance measurement systems can be used. Balanced scorecard is a 
performance measurement system model commonly used for this purpose.  
Additionally to an extensive literature research a case study at AstraZeneca has been conducted to get 
valuable in-depth knowledge. AstraZeneca was chosen since they must continuously improve their 
organisation and internal processes in order to maintain the position of being one of the world’s 
leading biopharmaceutical companies. The internal artwork process has been examined and served as 
a base for answering the research question.  
The purpose of the master thesis is to deepen the knowledge about how performance measurement 
system can be used to increase the efficiency within organisations. By the purpose stated the main 
research question to be investigated is: 

How is performance measurement system used to improve the value stream of artwork in a 
pharmaceutical company? 

The master thesis resulted in important conclusions being made. To start with, in order to develop and 
improve the value stream of the artwork process, third-generation balanced scorecard is to be used. 
Gaps and bottlenecks within the artwork process occurred partly due to lack of communication 
between employees. The third-generation balanced scorecard stresses the fact of using a two-way 
communication to visualise the organisation’s strategy resulting in a more efficient process. The fact 
that using a performance measurement system is not a one-time effort but should be used continuously 
to experience performance is also an important conclusion being made. The empirical contribution 
from this master thesis is the fact that in order to ensure the two-way communication a person 
responsible for the entire process at an operational level is needed. This person, the owner of the 
process/the sponsor, will make sure that the process’ vision and goals align with the organisation’s 
overall strategy as well as facilitate and ensure a two-way communication. 
Moreover, the master thesis resulted in recommendations regarding how AstraZeneca should work to 
improve their artwork process. Due to confidential information these recommendations are shown to 
AstraZeneca only and is not included in the published master thesis.  
Keywords: Performance management, performance measurement system, balanced scorecard, 
artwork, value stream, gap-analysis, bottleneck 
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Sammanfattning 
Globalisering och ökad effektivitet inom organisationer leder till att konkurrensen mellan företag 
ständigt blir ökar. För att öka effektiviteten analyseras de interna processerna i syfte att identifiera gap 
och flaskhalsar. Värdeflödesanalys är en vanlig metod vid analys av identifiering. Vidare, performance 
measurement systems är ramverk som kan användas för att bibehålla konkurrenskraft. Ett exempel på 
performance measurement system som vanligen används är balanced scorecard. 
Utöver en omfattande litteraturstudie, har fördjupad kunskap erhållits genom en fallstudie på 
AstraZeneca. AstraZeneca valdes då de ständigt är måna om att förbättra sin organisation och deras 
interna processer för att bibehålla positionen som en av världens ledande bioteknikföretag. Den interna 
artworkprocessen har undersökts och utgör en bas för att besvara examensarbetets huvudsakliga 
forskarfråga.  
Syftet med examensarbetet har varit att fördjupa kunskaperna kring hur performance measurement 
systems kan användas för att öka effektiviteten inom organisationer och företag. Utifrån syftet har 
följande frågeställning tagits fram: 

Hur används performance measurement system för att förbättra värdeflödet av en artworkprocess 
inom ett läkemedelsföretag? 

Examensarbetet resulterade i flera slutsatser. För att utveckla och förbättra värdeflödet av 
artworkprocessen, ska tredje generationens balanced scorecard användas. Identifierade gap och 
flaskhalsar inom artworkprocessen har uppstått delvis på grund av bristande kommunikation emellan 
anställda. Tredje generationens balanced scorecard framhåller vikten av att använda en 
tvåvägskommunikation för att visualisera organisationens strategi vilket i sin tur kommer resulterar i 
ökad effektivitet. Användning av performance measurement system är inte en engångsföreteelse utan 
måste ske kontinuerligt för att uppnå bästa resultat. Examensarbetets empiriska bidrag ligger i hur 
tvåvägskommunikationen ska kunna säkerställas. För att säkra tvåvägskommunikationen måste en 
person bli utsedd att ha det totala ansvaret för processen. Personen eller ”sponsorn” ska se till att 
processens visioner och mål går i linje med organisationens övergripande strategi samt underlätta och 
säkerställa tvåvägskommunikationen. 
Slutligen, examensarbetet har resulterat i rekommendationer för hur AstraZeneca bör arbeta för att 
förbättra sin artworkprocess. På grund av sekretessbelagd information presenteras dessa förbättringar 
endast för AstraZeneca och finns därmed inte med i det publicerade examensarbetet. 
Nyckelord: Performance management, performance measurement system, balanced scorecard, 
artwork, value stream, gap-analysis, bottleneck 
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1 Introduction 
This master thesis deals with the subject of how to improve a value stream by using 
performance measurement system. Theoretical contribution is within the third-generation 
balanced scorecard thus not within value stream. Furthermore, how to measure the 
improvements is discussed.  
The chapter presents a background to the master thesis and an introduction to the case study 
company’s problem formulation. Additionally, purpose, objective, research question and 
delimitations of the thesis is presented. 

1.1 Background 
Increasing efficiency in organisations and processes during the latest years has made the 
competition among companies tougher. To increase the efficiency the organisations are 
analysing their processes and by doing so, gaps and bottlenecks can be found.  Value stream 
mapping is a common method used when organisations are analysing their processes. 
Womack et al., (2007) have stated that a value stream always will occur when a product is 
related to a customer. Within each organisation there are several kinds of processes occurring 
simultaneously in order to produce the product. One process could be related to the artwork. 
Artwork refers to the objects such as logos, barcodes and text printed at the product. As 
companies increase their product range in order to satisfy a broader range of customers the 
different types of printed logos and texts increase with increased amount of products. Thus, it 
is important to establish the value stream. Furthermore, it is important to understand where 
gaps, bottlenecks and deviations occur. To solve these different improvement strategies are 
used. Two different improvement strategies, breakthrough improvements and continuous 
improvement, are often utilised to understand how to solve the gaps, bottlenecks and 
deviations. What distinguishes the improvement strategies is that the breakthrough 
improvement is a rapid process while continuous improvement has a long-term approach 
(Slack and Lewis, 2011).  
The improvements will illustrate what kind of activities that need to be done in the process to 
reach higher efficiency. The third-generation balanced scorecard is a performance 
measurement system, which has stated the approach with activities and outcomes (Lawrie and 
Cobbold, 2004). The performance measurement system is a model to strategically link 
activities and outcomes. The aim is to increase the efficiency within the organisation by 
making the communication clearer as it provides a two-way feedback system. Gopal and 
Thakkar (2012) means open and transparent communication among employees will result in 
improved organisational performance.  
In order for organisations to sustain competitive it is important to measure what actions that 
need to be taken to influence the outcomes. Key performance indicators are a common metric 
and a non-financial measure that is used to indicate what to do in order to increase the 
organisation’s performance (Parmenter, 2010).  
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1.2 Problem definition 
In order to maintain competitiveness one of the world leading biopharmaceutical company 
AstraZeneca continuously need to improve their organisation and internal processes. 
Therefore, a lot of effort is put into AstraZeneca to achieve more productivity within the 
organisation. Managers have identified that the existing artwork process have to be developed 
and improved to receive a lean and efficient process. A value stream mapping will been done 
to get a visualisation about the artwork process. An investigation of gaps and bottlenecks are 
to be done as well as an identification of the responsibilities in the process. From the gaps and 
bottlenecks found, improvements will be presented. The goal is to improve the artwork 
process resulting in a lean process where the production will get the right artwork at the right 
time.  

1.3 Purpose 
The purpose of the master thesis is to investigate how performance measurement systems can 
be used within a values stream of artwork. 

1.4 Objective 
Given the purpose, the objective of the master thesis is to examine how performance 
measurement systems are used to improve the value stream of artwork.  

1.5 Research question 
With the background, purpose and objective, the following main research question is to be 
investigated:  

How is performance measurement system used to improve the value stream of artwork in a 
pharmaceutical company? 

Three sub questions have been developed in order to answer the research question:  

1. How is the value stream designed? 
2. How is performance measurement system used? 
3. How to measure improvements through performance measurement systems?  

1.6 Delimitations 
The master thesis is delimitated to focus on performance measurement systems, mainly the 
third-generation balanced scorecard. Within the third-generation balanced scorecard the 
theoretical contribution is delimitated to the two-way communication approach. Additionally, 
the master thesis is delimitated to focus on how to measure improvements and do not consider 
either optimisation or implementation of a measurement system. The results presented in the 
thesis are based on observations and do not include any testing of the measurement system in 
reality.  
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2 Theoretical framework 
This chapter provides the reader with relevant theory regarding artwork, lean tools, value 
stream, bottleneck, gap analysis, performance management and performance measurement 
system. Furthermore, the theory does also serve as a foundation in order for the investigators 
to be able to answer the research question.  

2.1 Artwork 
A general definition to describe artwork is hard to find. Research made at the databases 
KTHB Primo and Google Scholar with words such as ‘artwork’, ‘packaging artwork’ and 
‘packaging artwork definition’ did all provide hits, however only a few with relevance to 
packaging artwork definition but instead referred to art in general. By the few definitions 
found no one provided a general description of the word ‘artwork’. However, one was 
considered appropriate and suitable to define ‘packaging artwork’: 
‘Packaging artworks generally include a number of art objects such as logos, barcodes, text 

and pallet patterns’ (United States Patent, 2008, p. 25) 
A more specific definition of packaging artwork regarding the pharmaceutical industry was 
also found:  
‘Artwork describes any text or graphics which are applied to packaging components such as 

labels, cartons and patient information leaflets’ (McIndoe and Love, 2012, p. 8) 
In general different art objects must be located in specific position on the item being printed 
and have a certain minimum or maximum size (United States Patent, 2008). The content and 
format of the packaging component may be highly regulated for some industries such as the 
health care and pharmaceutical industry (United States Patent, 2005). Besides health care and 
pharmaceutical industry, packaging artwork can be found in almost every business, such as 
the food, cosmetic and electronics industry (Vazque et al., 2005). 
The process of creating and producing an artwork is complex, involving several departments 
and/or external organisations and people (United States Patent, 2008). Departments and 
external organisations that may be involved in the process are: administrators, R&D, IT, 
planning, manufacturing, marketing, quality assurance and external service providers such as 
print suppliers, health authorities and government (McIndoe and Love, 2012)’ (Wirtjes and 
Wirtjes-Lewis, 2005). Often unsatisfactory communication occurs between the participants 
resulting in poor outcome and the packaging artwork may need to be reworked prior 
production (United States Patent, 2008). Furthermore, as the numbers of participants double, 
the number of opportunities to miss deadlines and make errors is squared, thus make the 
delivery of an artwork in a reliable and timely manner set under pressure (Wirtjes and 
Wirtjes-Lewis, 2005). In firms operating in a multinational environment with centralised 
creation of packaging artwork dealing with up to 100 countries and languages, errors 
occurring in the later stages of the process will have tremendous impact on throughput time, 
actual cost and delivery reliability. Cost may be significant due to the high number of 
approval cycles and quality checks and volume of potential unnecessary rework (Wirtjes and 
Wirtjes-Lewis, 2005).  
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Figure 1 shows the relationship between corrections in time and total cost of errors (Wirtjes 
and Wirtjes-Lewis, 2005). 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 

Figure 1. Relationship between corrections in time and total cost of errors 
 

A general artwork process could be outlined as below (McIndoe and Love, 2012): 
1. Create Local Language Text - To each of the packaging components to be created, 

local language text document(s) must be created and approved 
2. Define Change - Exact definition of what is required to be created or modified 
3. Produce Artwork - Create a new or revised artwork that complies to the requirements 

presented in the second step - define change 
4. Produce Printer Proof - Create a modified artwork file that can be used directly in the 

packaging component printing process 
5. Implement - Ensuring the new or modified artwork is correct 

Within the pharmaceutical industry, each step in the process ends with a final control check in 
order to ensure the step was performed correct before moving on in the process. This, since 
incorrect information printed on the packaging components may have a potential and 
significant impact on the patients.  
Errors will unavoidably occur in the process of creating artwork due to human error. 
However, a successful company should have quality control checks at several points in the 
process to pick up errors and thus avoid the errors reaching the end customer (McIndoe and 
Love, 2012). 
Artwork errors could be divided into four categories (McIndoe and Love, 2012): 

• Gross errors - significant information is omitted e.g. missed the need of changing a 
part of an artwork due to new regulatory requirement 

• Context and meaning errors - information is presented in a vague, unclear and/or 
incorrect way on the artwork e.g. when hyphenation is made wrongly 

• Content error - omissions and/or errors in the detailed content of the artwork e.g. 
wrong symbols used 

• Technical errors - omissions and/or errors in the technical aspects of the artwork e.g. 
incorrect specification of barcode used 

Within the pharmaceutical industry packaging and labelling errors are reported as the single 
largest source of product recalls today (McIndoe and Love, 2012). To make the artwork 
process less complex and run smoothly a cross-functional team with appropriate 
representation from impacted functions should exist. Furthermore, an overall sponsor for the 
team is preferred (McIndoe and Love, 2012).   

Time 
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2.2 Lean production 
Lean Production is a method for increasing efficiency in production systems and it provides 
more challenging and fulfilling work. The aim for lean production is to make products 
without waste and with perfect quality through an efficient production system (Womack et al., 
2007). Lean production and lean thinking is a mind-set for organisations of how to work with 
continuous improvements (Womack and Jones, 2003). Lean can be described from both a 
philosophical perspective due to guiding principles or key goals and a practical perspective 
due to directly observations, related to management practices, tools or techniques (Shamah, 
2013). An operation is lean if it has absolute no waste, which is almost impossible to achieve. 
Hence, the lean work and lean thinking is described as continuously progression in the right 
direction (Petersson et al., 2009). Lean can mean ‘more’ in term of more flexibility, 
productivity, quality, customer satisfaction and long-term competitive success. However, lean 
can also mean ‘less’ in term of less waste, cost or design time. The lean thinking is about 
adding value in the value stream or in the operation processes. Lean has to be seen as a core 
model and needs to exist in the internal and external parts of an organisation to make 
improvements and achieve value to the value stream (Womack and Jones, 2003). 
Hence, continuous improvements are described as a key principle of lean and are used in the 
lean production systems (Liker, 2009). As discussed earlier lean production is a method for 
increase efficiency in production systems. The efficiency will increase if waste is identified 
and eliminated by making deviations visible and solving them within the operation processes 
(Petersson et al., 2009). This is made through continuous improvements by implementing 
tools and technics that involve the lean perspectives (Shamah, 2013). The improvement 
should be in small and controlled steps expelling waste in organisations in different ways. To 
increase the efficiency in the organisation it is important to design the process in a way that 
will make waste visible. All the employees should focus on eliminating activities that are not 
value adding (Petersson et al., 2009). 
Lean focuses on the value of an individual product and as already stated the reduction of 
waste and how to reduce waste is the main target within lean. Therefore, lean tools are 
presented in the following text.  

2.2.1 Seven plus one waste 
It is important to eliminate non-value adding activities to increase improvements. Therefore, 
theories within lean have identified seven head types of non-value adding waste in 
organisations or production processes. Waste is included in all kind of processes such as 
product development, administration, registration for orders and manufacturing (Liker, 2009). 
However, there is one waste that can be included in the other waste and therefore is the waste 
theory often explained as the seven plus one wastes (Liker, 2009)’(Petersson, 2009). 
The definitions of the seven plus one wastes are (Liker, 2009): 
Over production - meaning producing more than the customer wants, producing too big 
batches, faster or earlier than needed for the next process  
Wait - unused time in wait for required conditions. Bottlenecks, delays and lack of material 
can cause this waste 
Transportation or movement - internal transportations are sheer waste and nothing the 
customer wants to pay for 
Over execute or incorrect processing - unnecessary or additional work, which the customer 
do not want to pay for. It can be caused by lack of equipment or lack of the design of products 
Overstock - to much raw material, work in process or finished products can lead to longer 
throughput time. It can also hide problems with incorrect products, product planning or late 
deliveries from suppliers   
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Unnecessary operations (movement) - activities or movements that are non-value adding are 
waste. It can be employees needing to look for material or walk to get equipment 
Production of defect products - reparation and remake, substitute production and control are 
waste of energy, time and handling  
Unused creativity among employees - not using the employee’s competence in the right way 
can cause missing improvements, missing new ideas and missing ability in the organisation.  
2.2.2 5S 
5S is a method to develop and keep a well-organised workspace. It does also serve to get the 
right attitude and behaviour of the employees and the organisation. However, the most 
important approach of 5S is that the method serves to eliminate waste through five different 
activities (Petersson et al., 2009). The definitions of 5S are described in figure 2 (Liker, 
2009). 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

Figure 2. The definition of 5S. It is important to have knowledge and understand every part of 
the method to perform elimination of waste.  

 
2.2.3 Five why 
As soon as a deviations or waste have been found it is important to analyse the cause. One 
lean tool for this is the method five why.  The theory for this method is to ask ‘why’ five times 
and every time there is an answer you will be able to go deeper trying to solve the problem 
(Petersson et al., 2009). The procedure is continued until there are no more answers to the 
problem (question) or the cause has been addressed by itself. The aim for this method is to 
quickly find the root cause of the problem (Slack et al., 2009). 
  

Sort	  	  
Sort	  out	  what	  the	  
process	  do	  not	  

need	  

Structure	  	  
Everything	  in	  the	  

process	  should	  have	  
there	  own	  specific	  

space	  

Systema-ze	  
Keep	  all	  things	  in	  
the	  process	  clean	  
and	  organised	  	  

Standardize	  	  
Make	  guidelines	  for	  
how	  the	  processes	  
should	  be	  and	  it	  is	  
important	  that	  the	  
standards	  are	  easy	  

to	  follow	  

Sustain	  	  
Make	  commitments	  
in	  the	  organisa-on	  
and	  processes	  and	  
keep	  on	  to	  the	  
standards	  
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2.3 Improvements strategy 
Improvements are always possible to make in all operations, no matter how well they are 
managed. The operation manager’s task is not finished even if the operation is designed and 
the activities are planned and controlled (Slack et al., 2010) since it is always room for 
improvement (Wysocki, 2004). The project management cannot continue to the expected 
level of effectiveness if the organisation is standing still. Hence, the organisation has to work 
with improvements of the process continuously otherwise there is a risk that they will fall into 
misuse or no use at all (Wysocki, 2004). Therefore, a large amount of theories has grown 
about how operations can be developed and generally improved. These are focusing on 
specific techniques or at the underlying philosophy of improvement (Slack and Lewis, 2011). 
 
Improvements can involve major changes in capacity, supply networks, process technology 
and organisation. However, most operation improvements are minor and on-going changes to 
the operation processes (Slack and Lewis, 2011). Hence, it is important to apply differences 
between different types of improvement. Two improvement strategies are breakthrough 
improvement and continuous improvement. Breakthrough improvements involve greater 
changes to the operation’s processes and the continuous improvements involve relatively 
small changes to the processes (Slack and Lewis, 2011). Table 1 lists some of the differences 
between the two strategies:  
 
Table 1. Some features of breakthroughs and continuous improvements (Slack and Lewis, 
2011) 
 
 Breakthrough improvement Continuous improvement 

Effect Short time but dramatic Long-term and long-lasting 
but undramatic 

Pace Big steps Small steps 
Time-frame  Intermittent and non- 

incremental  
Continuous and incremental  

Change Abrupt and volatile Gradual and constant  
Involvement  Select a few ‘champions’ Everybody 
Approach  Individualism, individual ideas 

and efforts 
Collectivism, group efforts, 
system approach  

Stimulus Technological breakthroughs, 
new inventions, new theories 

Conventional know-how and 
state of the art 

Practical requirements  Requires large investment but 
little effort to maintain it 

Requires little investment but 
great effort to maintain it 

Effort orientation  Technology People 
 
 
Breakthrough improvements are often major and will lead to a dramatic change in the 
operation’s process. The impact of theses improvements is rapid and abrupt and they are often 
disturbing the on-going processes. However, the criticism of the breakthrough strategies is 
that in practise it is difficult to achieve quickly (Slack and Lewis, 2011). 
The strategy of continuous improvements adopts more and smaller incremental improvement 
steps. It is not the rate of improvement that is important in this strategy it is the force that the 
improvement has. Hence, it does not matter if the continuous improvement is small the thing 
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that matter is the fact that some improvements have occurred within the organisation (Slack 
and Lewis, 2011). A method that is commonly used to search for improvement is called 
kaizen. Kaizen is expected to make contribution to improve every aspect of a business 
operations and it focuses on small, gradual and frequent improvements over a long time with 
investment of financial resources (Schneiderjans et al., 2010). Therefore, continuous 
improvements are a conceptual approach for improving processes and seeking zero defects in 
manufacturing (Schneiderjans et al., 2010) but still most organisations are reviewing their 
overall strategy relatively irregularly (Slack and Lewis, 2011). 

2.4 Value stream 
Womack et al. (2007) state that every time there is a product intended to a customer, there is 
value stream. The challenge lies within the flow. A value stream is the value-added activities 
that are included in the chain from designing and creating to delivery of products to customers 
(Schneiderjans et al, 2010). The difference between a value stream and traditional value chain 
is that a value stream includes the specific parts that actually add value to the product or 
service. In a value chain the complete activities of the process are included (Hines and Rich, 
1997). Good knowledge about the current situation in the value stream is provided to make 
sure that changes in the value stream also contribute to improvements to the process 
(Womack et al., 2007)’ (Petersson et al., 2009). Moreover, improved productivity leads to 
leaner operations, helps identify quality problems in the system and at the same time picture 
further waste. There are three operations included in the process (Hines and Rich, 1997): 

• Non-value adding - these involve unnecessary actions and can be eliminated 
completely. These are also referred to as ‘pure waste’ 

• Necessary but non-value adding - may be wasteful but is necessary to the operation 
procedures. To eliminate these kinds of operations it might be necessary to make 
major changes to the process 

• Value-adding - These are the operations that give the product/service value in the 
process 

Figure 3 depicts the three operations included in the process.  

 

Figure 3. An illustration of the operations included in a process. It is important to have 
knowledge about the current situation in the process to make improvements and strive to 
reach value-adding activities.   

Non-‐value	  
adding	  	  

Necessary	  
but	  non-‐

value	  adding	  	  
Value-‐adding	  
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It is important to have knowledge about how the products and the information are moving 
through the value stream (Womack and Jones, 2003)’(Petersson et al., 2009). A generally 
used method to receive this knowledge is value stream mapping (Schneiderjans, et al., 2010). 
Value stream mapping includes actions, both non value-added and value-added, which are 
required to bring the product or information through the value stream (Rahani and al-Ashraf, 
2012). Therefore, relevant facts must be identified to observe the conditions of the process. 
However, it has been shown that the theoretical picture about the value stream is not often in 
line with the reality (Womack and Jones, 2003)‘(Petersson et al., 2009). 
The analysis of a value stream should be based on what adds value to the customer, as it 
indicates what the customer is willing to pay for. The customer requirements are more than 
price, quality and delivery. Questions that can be asked to fulfil customers’ requirements are 
(Petersson et al., 2009): 

• Is the manufacturing and packing process made in a way that will not lead to 
unnecessary handling in the customer’s process? 

• What are the requirements of those who receive the product? 
• Who is the end user who may be filtered out by the next customer in the supply 

chain? 
By mapping each value-adding product or information where it expects to be found in the 
value stream, the value for the customer can be analysed. The mapping should also include 
how control and conscription are performed (Petersson et al., 2009). 

2.4.1 Important inputs to the design of the value stream 
The design of the value stream should be made so the products get through quickly and 
deviations can be explored easily. Therefore, visible deviations are important for continuous 
improvements of the value stream. However, well-defined linkages between the processes in 
the production flow are necessary to achieve efficiency (Womack and Jones, 
2003)´(Pettersson et al., 2009).  

A production flow includes three parts: 

• Product Flow - the product’s way through the value stream 
• Material Flow – describes how the material adds to the product 
• Information Flow – describe the flow of information  

Figure 4 depicts the three parts included in a production flow. 
 
 
 

 
 

Figure 4. An illustration of the three parts included in a production flow. It is important to 
have well-defined linkages between the processes to achieve efficiency. 

 
The production flow describes the way the product goes through the value stream and the 
material flow describes how the material adds to the product. The information flow describes 
the flow of information that controls the production and the material flow. Therefore, the 
value stream analysis includes not only an analysis of the product and the material flow but 
also an analysis regarding the flow of information (Petersson et al., 2009). 
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To get information and a well-known description of the value stream it is important to make 
the processes in the flow to a standard. The factors that are affecting the capacity in the value 
stream should be standardised and it must be an agreement of how the flow should be formed 
(Petersson et al., 2009). Factors affecting the performance in the process should be defined as 
flow design, actual capacity, planning and control.  

To make the value stream work correctly the links in the value stream must be updated if any 
improvement will been done. The improvements for the process is the employee’s 
responsibility and the managers have the responsible to communicate updates of the links as 
well as have a good overview of the whole value stream (Womack and Jones, 2003). It is too 
complex to make improvements of all products’ flows at the same time. Therefore, it is 
usually better to start on a small scale and focus on one product family. If the pilot project is 
successful it will get easier to make the organisation understand that the new flow should be 
implemented. However, the most important criteria for the pilot selection is that it must 
provide both visible and measurable results (Petersson et al., 2009). 
2.4.2 The design of the value stream 
A value stream map can be done in a two- or three-step method depending on if an 
implementation plan should be made (Petersson et al., 2009)’ (Rahani and al-Ashraf, 2012).  

The first step involves the construction of a diagram showing the actual information flows and 
the current situation of the operation process. By following the process flow from start to end, 
the diagram will be formed (Rahani and al-Ashraf, 2012). In processes where the product is 
not physical the value stream method may be difficult to use. However, achieving the 
mapping of these processes requires particular good understanding and knowledge about the 
flow (Petersson et al., 2009). It is fundamental to know how the exchange of information goes 
within the company. A common conclusion is that information flow is more complicated than 
necessary for the production. In each process step in the value stream map information is 
collected about the characteristics of the process (Womack and Jones, 2003)’ (Petersson et al., 
2009). 

The second step is to create a future state map. The map will identify the root-causes of waste 
(Rahani and al-Ashraf, 2012).  A method to visualise the identification of waste and 
improvements is to use Kaizen stars. It represents the areas of improvements in the value 
stream and the stars are illustrating kaizen events. Kaizen events are an efficient way to 
quickly improve the process and it visualises where the waste has arisen in the value stream 
(Liker, 2009). The future state map should be an agreed picture of the preferred future state 
and what the changes in the value stream should lead to (Petersson et al., 2009). The 
improvements should give a lean process and also impact the financial aspects (Rahani and al-
Ashraf, 2012). A common goal in a value stream analysis is to reduce lead-time. This should 
lead to more efficient throughput of the product flow.  
 
The third step is to create an implementation plan to carry out the improvements. The plan 
should include the required details and actions that will increase the efficiency of the process 
(Rahani and al-Ashraf, 2012). 
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A method often used to visualise the result of a value stream analysis is swim lane. Figure 5 
shows an example of a swim lane.  

Figure 5. Example of a swim lane with different tasks for different areas. The arrows show 
how the flow is supposed to be performed (Lean Enterprise Institute, 2014) 
The advantage in this map presentation is that the transitions between departments become 
clear in the value stream. To build a swim lane the following method is recommended 
(Petersson et al., 2009): 

1. Identify the relevant departments, these should represent each swim lane 
2. Link relevant facts and documents to activities in the departments 
3. By visualising the result it will be clear what is happening in the flow  
4. The result should show stages of the document in different times  

By mapping the current situation may lead to a better understanding of the process flow. 
However, it does not automatically lead to measurable improvements. It is the activities that 
are performed to improve the value stream that will determine if the company will be better 
off (Petersson et al., 2009). 

2.5 Bottlenecks 
Bottlenecks are recourses within the production process that have occupancy equally or over 
100%, meaning the recourse cannot manufacture against the customer demands (Olhager, 
2000). Bottlenecks reduces the efficiency and performance in the value stream and can be 
caused by ill trained employees or technology that cannot produce products fast enough to 
meet customer demand. It can also be caused by information systems that provide 
misinformation or have lack of information about the process (Schneiderjans et al., 2010). If 
the production rate of all stages in the supply chain is below the demand rate, the bottlenecks 
might occur in the supply chain. It is important that the operation managers are focusing on 
keeping the bottleneck totally utilised and also make the other stages in the process produce 
synchronised with the bottleneck (Hsiao et al., 2010). 

A related concept to bottleneck is called critical resource. Critical resource is described as the 
resource that slows the flow of material or information in the processes down: the next most 
limiting factor. Each supply chain has critical resources and the concept has been developed 
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to theory of constrains (Olhager, 2000). The key principle of the theory of constrains is that 
effective production management require focusing on the constraining resources (Hsiao et.al, 
2010). 

‘A constraint is anything that limits an organisation, operation, or a system from maximising 
its output or meeting its stated objectives’ (Hsiao et al., 2010, pp. 409) 

Constrains can be physical such as production capacity or non-physical such as lack of 
motivation or poor scheduling. Physical space is not normally variable in short-term 
environment and the process expansion is belonging to long-term capacity planning (Hsiao et 
al., 2010). In complex make-to-order environments the bottlenecks and constrains can move 
and occur anywhere in the value stream and become more random due to variation (Stevenson 
et al., 2005). Therefore, concentration regarding the supply chain should be held on smooth 
and regular flow of material and information through the system instead of balance the 
capacity (Hsiao et.al, 2010). However, the first step of eliminating bottlenecks and constrains 
is to identify them (Schneiderjans et al., 2010). 

2.6 Gap analysis 
Gap analysis can be used to help finding areas of improvements e.g. to identify processes that 
are constraining the process flow within the firm. A gap analysis follows two steps 
(Schniederjans et al., 2010): 

1. Determine the current state 
2. Identify desire, future state 

The state identified between what the firm currently achieve and the desired performance 
level is known as a performance gap (Franklin, 2006). Figure 6 depicts the gap analysis.  
 

 
 

 
 

 
Figure 6. A gap analysis includes defining the current state and identifying the desire future 
state. The state identified between the two states is known as the performance gap.  
As stated, when conducting a gap analysis, information about the organisation’s operational 
results are gathered, both desired and current. In addition to the operational results, employee 
performance must be investigated. This, since operational results is an outcome of employee 
performance. The performance gap should be defined and stated in straightforward, unbiased 
terms in order to keep options of solutions open and not limited (Franklin, 2006). 

When the performance gap is identified and clearly stated a root-cause analysis must be done 
if the reason for the gap is complex. A root-cause analysis is done to determine why the gap 
exists. As with the gap analysis focus should be on employee performance. Therefore, turn 
directly to the employees themselves to investigate what might hinder their ability to perform. 
Additionally, using the technique called five why may be used. When the cause of the gap is 
identified the cause should be stated in neutral terms, simply stating what is lacking (Franklin, 
2006). Now actions can be taken to achieve the desired state.  
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2.7 Performance Management 
Performance management is the process of setting performance goals, allocating and 
prioritising resources and manage information within the organisation in order to effect 
positive change in organisational cultures, systems and processes (Amaratunga et al., 2001). 
Furthermore, Bitici et al. (1997) describe performance management as a key business process, 
which is of importance to the future wellbeing and prosperity of any manufacturing 
organisation. The corporate and functional strategies and objectives will be managed trough 
the performance management process.  The performance management process can be viewed 
as a proactive closed loop control system, with purpose to deploy the overall strategies to all 
business processes, activities, tasks and personnel. Exchange feedback is obtained through a 
performance measurement system, PMS, to enable appropriate management decisions. The 
PMS is the fundamental information system of the performance management process 
integrating information from all other systems involved and used in the process to enables the 
closed loop deployment and feedback system. Thus, the PMS should enable the correct 
deployment of the business strategies and objectives as well as provide a structured 
framework to allow the relevant information to feed back to the appropriate points in the 
organisation to facilitate the decision and control processes (Bitici et al., 1997). Neely et al. 
(1995) defines PMS as follows (p. 1229): 

‘The set of metrics used to quantify both the efficiency and effectiveness of actions’ 

The term effectiveness refers to the fact how well a company met the customer requirements 
while the term efficiency is a measure providing information regarding how economically the 
organisation’s resources are utilised when meeting the target level of customer satisfaction 
(Neely et al., 1995). This highlights the fact that both internal and external factors are reasons 
for pursuing specific courses of action and thus the level of performance a business attains is a 
function of the effectiveness and efficiency of the actions it undertakes (Neely et al., 1995). It 
is of great importance that an effective PMS is aligned with the corporate strategy since 
measuring the performance plays a crucial role in translating organisational mission and 
strategy into reality (Neely et al., 1995). 
Moreover, by evaluating the PMS at three different levels the process of measuring the 
organisations performance can be improved. The three levels are (Neely et al., 1995): 

• The individual performance measures 
• The set of performance measures meaning the PMS is seen as an entity 
• The relationship between the PMS and the environment within the organisation 

operates in 

Examining all three levels will make the analysis easier and enables an evaluation of all 
aspects of a PMS (Neely et al., 1995).  

2.8 Performance Measurement Systems  
Gopal and Thakkar (2012) believe an open and transparent communication among the 
employees will result in a more co-operative support work environment as well as improved 
organisational performance will be facilitated by performance measures. Additionally, the 
design, implementation and use of the performance measures and metrics are not a one-time 
effort but instead the organisation must provide processes ensuring continuous review of the 
system. It is important to maintain the PMS over time in order for the organisation to remain 
aligned with dynamic environments and changing strategies (Gopal and Thakkar, 2012).  
Historically different PMS have had an overemphasizing on financial performance and 
encouraged short-termism in order to measure performance (Neely et al., 2007). As the 
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criticism towards the existing models increased other models began to be developed including 
both external and internal, long-term and short-term as well as ‘soft’ and ‘hard’ performance 
measures (Slack and Lewis, 2011). The purpose was to better capture the breadth of the 
organisation’s objectives. A wide range of measurement frameworks was designed, all aiming 
to implement a ‘balanced’ set of measures (Neely et al., 2007).   

Keegan, Eiler and Jones (1989) developed one of the earliest frameworks that got widespread 
recognition, the performance measurement matrix, PMM. Measures were categorised as cost 
or non-cost and internal or external. Lynch and Cross (1991) developed the strategic 
measurement and reporting technique pyramid, SMART pyramid, also emphasising the need 
of measuring internal and external factors. Unlike the PMM the SMART pyramid highlights 
the fact that measures at department and individual level must reflect the department’s 
objectives as well as the organisation’s overall vision. The same year Fitzgerald et al. 
presented the results-determinants framework. Measures were classified into two basic types:  

• Measures related to results – competitiveness and financial performance 
• Measures focused on the determinants of the results – quality, flexibility, resource, 

utilisation and innovation 
Later on, Brown (1996) developed the concept of the results-determinants framework even 
further resulting in a new framework, the input-process-output-outcome framework. The 
framework presents five stages in a business process defined as: inputs, processing system, 
outputs, outcomes and goal. The model assumes a linear set of relationship between the 
processes, with each previous factor determining the next.  

The best-known and most popular performance measurement framework is the balanced 
scorecard developed by Kaplan and Norton in 1992. Kaplan and Norton identified four 
different perspectives in terms of measuring performance: financial, customer, internal 
business and innovation and learning. All four of the perspective should be given equal 
weighting. Balanced scorecard links measurement to the organisation’s strategy more explicit 
than the former models (Neely et al., 2007).   

2.8.1 Balanced Scorecard 
The development of balanced scorecard is outlined below. The first- and second-generation 
balanced scorecard is presented to serve as a foundation to understand and comprehend the 
third-generation balanced scorecard. The third-generation balanced scorecard is focusing on 
how to maintain the two-way communication within an organisation.  
Kaplan and Norton developed 1992 the PMS balanced scorecard. This model supplemented 
traditional financial measures by introducing three additional perspectives: customer, internal 
business processes, and innovation and learning. The financial measures reflect results of 
actions already taken while the remaining three perspectives are drivers of future financial 
performance. The balanced scorecard enables managers to view performance in several areas 
simultaneously. The model lets the manager to answer following questions (Kaplan and 
Norton, 1992): 

• How do the customers perceive the company? - Customer perspective 
• What must the company excel at? - Internal perspective 
• How can the company continue to improve and create value? - Innovation and 

learning perspective 
• How do the shareholders perceive the company? - Financial perspective 
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Balanced scorecard limits the number of measures used ensuring managers do not get an 
excess of information. Managers will only focus on a handful measures that are considered 
most critical (Kaplan and Norton, 1992). 

Customer perspective 
Managers are forced to translate the general mission statement on customer service into 
specific measures that reflect the factors that really matter to customers. Usually four 
categories are linked to customers’ concerns: time, quality, performance and service and cost. 
In order to realise the balanced scorecard goals should be outlined for time, quality and 
performance and service to be able to translate the goals into specific measures.  

Internal business perspective 
In order to fulfil the goals outlined within the customer perspective, they must be translated 
into measures reflecting internal processes, decisions and actions that must be done to meet its 
customers’ expectations. The internal measures should steam from the business processes that 
have the greatest impact on customer satisfaction. Thus, the organisations’ core competencies 
must be identified i.e. the competences the organisation must excel at in order to specify 
measures for each one of them.    
Innovation and learning perspective 

Global competitions results in organisations must make continual improvements to their 
existing products and services and be able to launch entirely new products with expanded 
capabilities. Thus, the innovation and learning measures should focus on the organisation’s 
ability to innovate, improve and learn e.g. time to develop next generation of products and 
process time to maturity and this in order to increase revenues and margins. 
Financial perspective 

The financial performance measures reflect whether the organisation’s strategy, 
implementation and execution are contributing to bottom-line improvement. Standard goals 
for the financial perspective relates to profitability, growth and shareholder value.  
Figure 7 depicts the four perspectives within balanced scorecard. 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

Figure 7. The four perspectives within balanced scorecard. The figure states questions within 
the perspectives, which shall help to achieve the goal in each perspective.  
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Financial  
To succeed financially, 
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Customer 
To achieve strategic 
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company be perceived 

by the customers? 
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2.8.2 Second-generation balanced scorecard 
The first generation balanced scorecard has been criticised regarding that the design process 
was difficult mainly because of two factors, filtering and clustering. The filtering of 
measuring variables means that organisations are having more measures than needed, the 
focus of the design related primarily to the selection of the measures. The clustering factor is 
related to the problem to decide measures to the different perspectives (Lawrie and Cobbold, 
2004). 

‘The best balanced scorecards are more than collections of critical indicators or key success 
factors organized into several different perspectives’ (Kaplan and Norton, 1996, pp. 64) 

Therefore, an innovation of the balanced scorecard was made called the second-generation 
balanced scorecard (Lawrie and Cobbold, 2004). Theories about the second-generation 
scorecard argue that the balanced scorecards objective is not just an evolution method, it is 
also a communication and strategic planning device (Carmona et al., 2011). The new 
definition of the scorecard states that the scorecard should clarify the organisations strategy. 
The measurement system would be formed in a way that the four perspectives, financial, 
customer, internal business process and learning and growth, can be managed and validated. 
Hence, the balanced scorecard aims to make the relationship of the strategic objectives clear 
and the cause-and-effect for all the four perspectives connected in a chain. However, it is 
important that the balanced scorecard includes a mix of core outcome measures and 
performance drivers (Kaplan and Norton, 1996). 
 
The performance drivers are communicating how the outcome measures will be achieved. By 
making the cause and effect linkages the organisation can ensure the strategic learning and 
improvement. A shared understanding will be achieved because of the balanced scorecard 
since it will generate a model of the strategy that informs the employees how they can 
contribute to organisational success (Kaplan and Norton, 1996). The balanced scorecard has 
the potential to affect the performance of managers and employees because of the convincing 
communications through its measurement system (Carmona et al., 2011). Mapping the 
strategic objectives of the perspectives and the performance measures indicates how the 
organisations strategy will achieve (Lawrie and Cobbold, 2004). However, this lead to an 
extra step in the process of measure selection but it helps the filtering of the measuring 
variables. The strategic objectives give a validation for the selection of measures of many 
possible candidates in each perspective (Lawrie and Cobbold, 2004). The strategic objectives 
help the filtering of measures in each perspective and diagrams that are presenting the linking 
between the objectives are called ‘strategic maps’ (Lawrie and Cobbold, 2004). Figure 8 
shows an example of a strategic map: 
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Figure 8. Example of a strategic map relating to the second-generation balanced scorecard. 
The different objectives are divided in the four perspectives (Lawrie and Cobbold, 2004) 

Nevertheless, linking the cause-effect relationships shows how the effort can be successful. 
The urgent is that the strategy map communicates the prioritisation of the organisations key 
performance indicators regarding the organisational goals. Though, various strategy maps 
may communicate different priorities even if the same objective and measures are identified 
for the organisation (Carmona et al., 2011). 

Consequently, the improvement of the balanced scorecard regarding the first generation 
balanced scorecard is the measures that are related to specific objectives and the visual 
document, which shows the linking connections between the strategic objectives (Lawrie and 
Cobbold, 2004). 

2.8.3 Third-generation balanced scorecard 
Organisations that adopted the second-generation balanced scorecard realised problems with 
both measures selection and objective settings. The problem can be connected with weakness 
in the design process of the second-generation balanced scorecards; it is not any specific 
activities related to the objectives in the scorecards. In addition, there are no activities or 
design components that ensure individuals have the understanding of the vision and mission 
statement or strategic plan on which the balanced scorecard is based on (Andersen and 
Lawrie, 2004). Therefore, a development of the second-generation balanced scorecard was 
made. This development is called the third-generation balanced scorecard and is based on an 
improvement of the second-generation design. The improvements were made to give better 
functionality, more strategic relevance and the new generation balanced scorecard can be used 
as a tool to support strategic control (Lawrie and Cobbold, 2004). One of the improvements is 
the destination statement. The innovation was made to be a reference point for the objective 
setting process.  The destination statement describes where the organisation or a part of the 
organisation wants to be in the future. Destination statements helps the inconsistencies in the 
profile to be identified and it showed that this improvement also was useful in validating some 
of the measures that was chosen.  In the beginning the destination statement was used to 
challenging the managers to imagine the impact on the organisation for the strategic 
objectives, which were chosen earlier in the design process. It was found that the destination 
statement made it easier to conceptualise the organisation strategy when it was associated 
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with a future goal. The destination statement simplifies the process of the strategic objectives 
selection since it efficiently communicates the local context and issues that caused the 
strategic objectives. The linkage between the strategic objectives and the performance 
measures becomes clearer with the statement (Lawrie and Cobbold, 2004). However, an 
efficient control tool, as the third-generation balanced scorecard, needs information about 
what the activities and outcomes in an organisation are and what the expectations regarding 
the deliveries are (Andersen and Lawrie, 2004). 

One of the benefits with the destination statement is that the statement acts as a driver in the 
selection process of strategic objectives among the four perspectives. Therefore, it has been 
shown that the measure selection in the four perspectives equally can be done by careful 
choice of a category. These will reduce the need of the standard four perspectives in the 
strategic linkage model. However, the destination statement is typically divided into 
categories, which have the similar purpose as the four perspectives (Lawrie and Cobbold, 
2004). 

From the category approach from the destination statement a strategic linkage model with 
activity and outcome perspectives were developed. The organisation will choose activity and 
outcome objectives, which are linked in different connections (Lawrie and Cobbold, 2004). 
Hence, the third-generation balanced scorecard can acts as a two-way feedback system. It 
supports both downward communication, as changes in priorities, and upward 
communication, as operational insights and operational learning (Andersen and Lawrie, 
2004). 

With the two perspectives, activity and outcome, discussion of a missing perspective are 
eliminated. The activity perspective replacing the learning and growth and internal business 
process perspective and the outcome perspective replace the financial and customer 
perspective. However, it is important to have in mind whether right activities are represented 
and if the correct consequent outcomes from these activities are shown. Figure 9 shows an 
example of the strategic mapping with activities and outcome (Lawrie and Cobbold, 2004). 

Figure 9. Example of strategy map related to the third-generation balanced scorecard. The 
strategic objectives are linked to each other within the activity level and the outcome level 
(Lawrie and Cobbold, 2004) 
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The activity level contain objectives relating to the activities in terms of the internal 
processes, such as terms of business processes and cycle time, and the learning and growth 
perspective, which means what needs to be done for sustained and further development 
(Andersson et al., 2001). 

The outcome level that has been undertaken explains how organisations want their customers 
to perceive them and it contains the financial and customer perspectives. This level relates to 
the desired outcome of the activities in the organisation (Andersson et al., 2001). 

The development and adoption of the third-generation balanced scorecard have been helpful 
for the developing of a balanced scorecard in complex organisations or processes. The third- 
generation balanced scorecards supports the information issue through simplification of the 
communication of key data and also by simplify the identification of communication in an 
organisation’s hierarchy (Lawrie and Cobbold, 2004). This PMS intends to help management 
teams to communicate and monitor the implementation of strategy, which is linked to the 
long-term organisational vision (Lawrie et al., 2004). 

2.9 How to measure 
The aim of performance measures is to help organisations align daily activities to strategic 
goals. According to Parmenter (2010) there are four types of performance measures: 

• Key result indicators (KRI) - indicate how the organisation did in a perspective or 
critical success factor 

• Result indicators (RI) - indicate what have been done within the organisation 
• Performance indicators (PI)  - indicate what the organisation must do 
• Key performance indicators (KPI) - indicate what to do in order to increase 

performance 

The term ‘key performance indicator’ is often incorrectly used and organisations 
inappropriate mix the above-mentioned measures up due to lack of knowledge (Parmenter, 
2010). However, it is important to make a clear distinction between them. KRI gives 
indication of whether the organisation is heading in the right direction and reviewed monthly 
or quarterly. RIs reflect past performance underlying the organisation’s results. Thus, KRI and 
RI provide information about past performance only and do not provide information of what 
needs to be done in order to improve the organisation’s results (Parmenter, 2010).  KPIs and 
PIs are both non-financial measures helping teams to align their operation with the 
organisation’s strategy by indicating what actions need to be taken to influence results. KPIs 
are reviewed on daily or weekly basis. Thus, KPI and PI are current and future-oriented as 
opposed to KRI and RI, which are past-oriented (Parmenter, 2010). Difficulty occurring when 
developing a PMS is to achieve balance regarding having the right amount of KPIs. Too many 
makes it complex and difficult to manage but give detailed information about the 
performance. Too few on the other hand makes the measures simple and straightforward to 
interpret but do not reflect the full range of organisational objectives (Slack and Lewis, 2011). 
At strategic level, recommended amount of KRIs are ten. At operational level a balanced 
scorecard comprising 20 measures are recommended. These measures may be a mix of KPIs, 
RIs and PIs (Parmenter, 2010). 
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2.10 Summary of the theoretical framework  
The theoretical framework provides insight into artwork, lean production and improvements 
strategies. Furthermore, different lean tools and theory regarding value stream discusses. The 
theoretical framework shows the importance of understanding the value stream as well as 
where bottlenecks, constrains and gaps occur in the value stream. The understanding of the 
value stream will make it easier to conduct improvements regarding those. Due to the problem 
definition about the business case different lean tools discusses in the theoretical framework 
since the different lean tools can be used to realise improvements.   

The theoretical framework does also discuss the field of performance management. The 
performance management provides understanding of performance measurements and the 
theory discussed different PMS and what to measure. It is shown that it is important to have 
strong linkage between different objectives and that this will make the communication in the 
organisation easier.  

The two research areas, lean production and performance measurement, provide knowledge 
and understanding, which will be used to understand and analyse the business case and to 
answer the research questions. 
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3 Method 
This chapter presents the research methodology as well as the research process used to fulfil 
the purpose and answer the research question. Additionally, in terms of validity and 
reliability the research methods used is discussed.  

3.1 Research methodology 
A suitable research methodology has been determined. In accordance with the business case 
problem formulation, a case study considered appropriate. A case study is suitable when 
observing a single phenomenon in a natural location. Besides suitable methodology 
appropriate methods need to be chosen. Often a variety of methods are used to obtain in-depth 
knowledge (Collis & Hussey, 2009). In this master thesis a case study was chosen to observe 
the internal artwork process at AstraZeneca. Interviews have been chosen as method to obtain 
and collect valuable data from the case study in order to answer the research question. 
Interview is a method used to collet qualitative data. Qualitative data ensure depth and quality 
of the information gathered (Collis & Hussey, 2009), which is demanded in this thesis. 

3.2 Research Process 
The master thesis has been conducted during 20 weeks, corresponding to one semester. The 
research has been an iterative process of gathering information, analysing and discussing the 
information found as well as report writing. This, since a comprehensive investigation from 
time to time require the investigators to find additional information to be able to draw 
accurate conclusions and move forward in the process. Furthermore, it is important to 
continue examine existing literature throughout the study so the literature review presented in 
the report reflects the current state of knowledge (Collis & Hussey, 2009). Figure 10, depicted 
below, shows the research process described in more detail in the following paragraphs. 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

Figure 10. An illustration of the research process. The initial process has been followed by 
report writing and conducting a business case simultaneously.  
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3.2.1 Initial process 
The topic of the master thesis originates from the investigators’ area of interest. A 
combination of striving to deepen the knowledge within value stream mapping and 
performance measurement system as well as working with meaningful and value creating 
products, AstraZeneca was contacted. From that, a dialogue occurred between the 
investigators and AstraZeneca resulting in a business case formed and a problem description 
formulated. Furthermore, appropriate research approach and methodology were defined as 
well as an initial literature review. 
Throughout the research process the business case and the report writing have been carried 
out simultaneously. 
3.2.2 Report writing 
The report writing consists of three parts: literature review, analysis and conclusion. An 
extensive literature review was conducted to examine existing theories and knowledge 
regarding artwork process, critical resources, gap analysis, lean tools, value stream mapping 
and performance measurement system. This was done in order to get a deeper understanding 
about what current literature was available and to understand how the theory could be applied 
on the actual business case. Additionally, the literature study was conducted so that potential 
gaps in the literature could be identified while executing the business case. Literature 
regarding the artwork process, critical resources, gap analysis, lean tools and value stream 
mapping were examined to gather valuable knowledge to solve the business case. Theory 
about performance measurement system was studied to be able to answer the research 
question. To be able to know what activities must be done to reach the destination statement, 
described in the third-generation balanced scorecard, conducting a value stream mapping is 
one option. Conducting a value stream mapping visualises what improvements can be made to 
improve the flow and thus what activities needs to be done to research the destination 
statement. Therefore, a value stream mapping was considered suitable to map the flow of the 
artwork process. Information has been gathered through secondary sources i.e. an already 
existing source (Collis & Hussey, 2009), such as books as well as scientific articles and 
journals found at online databases e.g. KTHB Primo and Google Scholar. Keywords used 
when searching suitable literature were at the beginning quite general e.g.: artwork process, 
gap-analysis, lean, value stream, performance management and performance measurement 
system. Later on the keywords became more specific, such as: balanced scorecard and key 
performance indicator. The gathered information was then compiled. A comprehensive 
selection of what considered relevant of all gathered information followed and has been 
presented in chapter 2. The selection was based on what considered meaningful for answering 
the research question and to fulfil the purpose of the business case. By combining the 
literature review with the business case a research question was stated and formed. 

The analysis has been taking form in combination of the information gathered through the 
literature review and the analysis and conclusions made in the business case. The literature 
study served as a base for further discussion of how the literature can be applied in reality. 
The analysis and conclusions from the business case aimed to contribute with valuable insight 
of reality in order to contribute to the discussion in the analysis when answering the research 
question. 
Finally, conclusions have been made and main findings have been presented. Furthermore, 
future research areas have been identified and presented as well.  
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3.2.3 Business case 
The department of process engineering at AstraZeneca has initiated the business case. The 
research has been restricted to concern the artwork process within the blister section only, this 
due to the time restriction of the master thesis of 20 weeks. The business case turned out to a 
case study with purpose to obtain valuable insight of reality in order to improve and develop 
theories regarding performance measurement system and thus answering the research 
question. 

The business case consists of four parts: define current state, business case analysis, business 
case conclusion and recommendations.  

The initial phase, define current state, may also be divided into several minor tasks: pre-study, 
interviews and map the flow. The initial pre-study at AstraZeneca served to get an overview of 
the business case problem and thus background information of the problem and an 
understanding of what to achieve. A great deal of time spent introducing the investigators to 
employees at different departments who are related to the artwork process. The aim of the 
pre-study was to create a solid foundation for the continued research. Interviews have been 
conducted in order to gain knowledge and get an overview of the current flow of the artwork 
process. Initially the interviews were unstructured. Unstructured interviews do not have any 
prepared questions but the interviewee is encouraged to speak freely about the subject (Collis 
& Hussey, 2009). Unstructured interviews were done during the pre-study phase of the 
business case in order to capture an oversight of the artwork process and a hint of which 
departments were involved in the process. Further on the interviews took a semi-structured 
approach. Semi-structured interviews have prepared questions but questions may be added to 
obtain more detailed information or clarification regarding a specific answer or topic (Collis 
& Hussey, 2009). Notes have been taken during all interviews and some have also been 
recorded. Some interviewees rejected the question if using an audio recorder was OK due to 
personal integrity. Both investigators have been present during all interviews. One have been 
taking notes while the other one focused at asking questions, both pre-defined questions as 
well as follow-up questions to clarifying what the interviewee meant. Shortly after each 
interview records and notes were reviewed and supplemented if necessary. Each interview 
lasted for one or two hours depending on how much that specific department were involved in 
the artwork process. All interviewees have been asked the same questions with exception of 
some finishing questions concerning that department only. The interviews have been held 
either at the investigators’ office or at the interviewee’s office, both located at AstraZeneca.  

Among ten people works at each department involved in the artwork process, except the 
department of production where a couple of hundred people works. The selection of whom to 
interview was based on two criteria; the interviewee must be well familiar with the artwork 
process and be among those with the best insight of the work tasks related to the artwork 
process. Table 2 shows department and position of the people interviewed as well as number 
of times being interviewed: 
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Table 2. Department, positions and number of times being interviewed stated for the persons 
interviewed 

Department Position Number of interviews 

Packaging development Manager at packaging development 1 

Packaging development Manager at packaging development 1 

Packaging development Packaging Engineer 3 

Packaging development Packaging Engineer 1 

Storage and dispensing Operator 1 

Customer Service Director Customer Service Artwork 2 

Customer Service Packaging Coordinator 3 

Quality Assurance Line Manager Quality Assurance 2 

Quality Assurance Quality assurer 2 

Quality Assurance Senior research scientist 2 

Planning Senior Supply Planer 3 

Planning Supply Planner 1 

Production Line Manager 2 

Production Service Technician 2 

Production Operator 1 

Production Operator 1 

Production Operator 1 

Production Operator 1 

Production Operator 1 

Master data Master Data Agent 3 

 Local Process Champion Leader 1 

 Lean Coordinator 1 

 
Interviews have been conducted one to three times with each person. Some departments are 
more involved in the artwork process than others why persons at those departments have been 
interviewed more times than others.  

Additional to interviews internal documents called Standard Operating Procedure, SOP, have 
been examined. This has been done to gain even more detailed information regarding how 
some parts of the artwork process works.  
In order to visualise the process and map the flow, gap analysis was considered the most 
suitable method. By doing a gap analysis a current states is observed as well as a future state. 
The current state has been determined through the interviews held at each department 
involved in the process. During the interviews the investigators together with the interviewee 
mapped the flow with post-its attached to big sheets of paper before entering the flow into a 
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computer-based system; Visio. Visio was used in order for AstraZeneca to store the mapped 
flow digital.  
During the business case analysis the mapped flow of the artwork process was discussed. As 
the gap analysis states the future state needs to be outlined, which was done by analysing the 
current situation. The investigators identified critical resources and gaps and suggestions of 
how to improve the process were outlined. The investigators found weaknesses at variously 
parts of the flow but only the most critical one have been taken in consideration and 
investigated further to find sustainable and lasting solutions.  
From the business case analysis conclusions have been made and main findings have been 
presented. Both the business case analysis and business case conclusions have served as a 
base for the recommendations made to AstraZeneca of how to improve their artwork process 
as well as valuable information and observations of the reality in order to answering the 
research question.  

Finally, recommendations with actions of what needed to be done in order to adopt the 
suggested improvements have been outlined.   

3.3 Triangulation  
In order to reduce bias and make the investigator more secure and confident of their results 
carried out of the research triangulation can be used (Jick, 1979).  Collis & Hussey (2009) 
describe triangulation as ‘the use of multiple sources of data, different research methods 
and/or more than one researcher to investigate the same phenomenon in a study’. Methods 
used can include observations, questionnaires, interviews and analysis of documents. 
Advantage from this is the increased reliability of data collected (Voss et al., 2002). There are 
four main types of triangulation (Collis & Hussey, 2009): 

• Triangulation of theory - theory from one discipline (e.g. philosophy) used to explain 
a phenomenon in another discipline (e.g. accounting) 

• Data triangulation - Data are collected from different sources or at different time in 
the study of the phenomena 

• Investigator triangulation - Independently of each other, different investigators collect 
data on the same phenomenon and compare the results 

• Methodological triangulation  - Different methods are used to collect and/or analyse 
data, however they must be from the same paradigm  

When carrying out the following master thesis the investigators have used data triangulation. 
Interviews have been conducted as well as analysis of internal documents called Standard 
Operating Procedure, SOP. Thus, the reliability of answers and explanations from interviews 
has been strengthening by analysing the SOPs. Furthermore, processes and actions concerning 
several departments have been discussed with all departments separately. This in order to 
increase the reliability of the answers and find out if they match each other’s perception of the 
process. 
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3.4 Reliability and validity 
When analysing the results of a research reliability and validity is being analysed. In terms of 
validity and reliability, a case study can be assessed with regard to four criteria: internal 
validity, construct validity, external validity and reliability (Gibbert et al., 2008). Internal 
validity refers to the relationship between variables and results meaning whether the research 
provides a plausible and logical reasoning and argumentation enough to defend the research 
conclusions. A clear research framework, pattern matching and theory triangulations may be 
used to enhance internal validity. The construct validity refers to the quality of the 
conceptualisation or operationalization of the relevant concept meaning it validated that what 
is stated to be investigated, is investigated and if the research leads to an accurate observation 
of reality. Triangulation and establishing a clear chain of evidence allowing the reader to 
reconstruct the research can be used to enhance construct validity. External validity also 
known as ‘generalizability’ refers to the belief that theories must be shown to account for 
phenomena not only in the surrounding in which they are studied but also in other 
surroundings. It is stated that four to 10 cross-case studies must be done in order to start 
develop theory or different case studies within one organisation. Reliability refers to the fact 
that at a repeated research the same result will be obtained (Gibbert et al., 2008).  

Internal validity of the research is considered to be low. It has been difficult comparing the 
empirical observations with patterns established in other studies. This since there has been 
little theory and studies found regarding artwork and improvements within an artwork 
process. Neither has not the research been verified by adopting multiple perspectives trough 
theory triangulation. Construct validity is considered high and has been obtained through data 
triangulation. Interviews with one to three persons at all departments involved in the artwork 
process have been made. Also, questions concerning two or more departments have been 
asked to each of them in order to ensure correct information was obtained. Some information 
has also been confirmed by reading internal documents and thus strengthens the construct 
validity. The research can be criticised for having restricted or low external validity. This 
since the research has been delimitated to the artwork process within one department at 
AstraZeneca and no cross-studies or internal studies at other departments have been made. 
This means that conclusions and recommendations made can primarily be applied at similar 
settings only. Artwork processes regarding remaining departments within AstraZeneca will 
most likely be able to apply the recommendations, but further research must be done in order 
to verify that the conclusions are suitable for other organisations. Furthermore, interviews 
have not either been conducted at authorities or with persons that are not influenced by 
AstraZeneca. The reliability of the research is considered to be average. A repeated study will 
most likely give the same outcome as current study however minor differences may occur due 
to the investigators’ bias and the fact of not being total objective.  
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4 Business case at AstraZeneca   
This chapter provides an overview of the business case. The empirical study captures the 
current situation at AstraZeneca. Both a graphical view of the artwork process as well as 
observed critical recourses and gaps within the process are presented. Furthermore, 
delimitations of the business case are stated. Due to confidential information only general 
results will be found in this chapter. Detailed results are presented to AstraZeneca in 
Appendix 1 - Suggested improvements. 

4.1 AstraZeneca 
In 1999 the two companies Astra AB of Sweden and Zeneca Group PLC of the United 
Kingdom formed AstraZeneca through a merger. The two companies shared the similar 
science-based cultures as well as the vision of the pharmaceutical industry. The aim was to 
improve the ability of long-term growth and enduring shareholder value (AstraZeneca, 2013). 
These days AstraZeneca is a world leading biopharmaceutical company specialising in the 
discovery, development, manufacturing and marketing of medicines that makes difference in 
healthcare (AstraZeneca, 2013). One of the goals regarding long-term growth is to have 
substantial operational efficiencies, which aims to result in cost savings (AstraZeneca, 2013). 
AstraZeneca is primarily focusing on cancer, cardiovascular/metabolic diseases and 
respiratory, inflammatory and autoimmune diseases. They are also involved in infection and 
neuroscience. The company operates in 100 countries, manufacturers in 16 countries and have 
research institutes in three countries. AstraZeneca employ approximately 50,000 people 
worldwide and theirs medicines are used by millions of patients all over the world 
(AstraZeneca, 2013). 
Sweden Operations is one part of AstraZeneca, operating in Snäckviken and Gärtuna, 
Sweden. Sweden Operations is divided into different sites and process execution team, PET, 
where the site PET Packaging Gärtuna is one of them. The site is packing 30 different 
products to 80 different markets. There are 24 packaging lines and the products are packaged 
in five different ways: bottle, blister, bulk, wallet and sachet. Every market has specific 
artwork related to each product distributed in that country. This master thesis is analysing the 
artwork process to the production lines that are packing blister. There are 10 production lines 
for blister at the site PET Packaging (AstraZeneca, 2013). 
The production system at AstraZeneca involves the lean philosophy and lean tools. 
AstraZeneca has chosen to work with the lean philosophy because it puts the customer first, it 
is a proven and successful method and it develop involvement and commitments. Lean aims 
to increase the value-adding activities in the organisation, which will increase AstraZeneca’s 
competitiveness. Goals and results are measured in KPIs. Examples of the desired results are 
decreased deviations, reduced unit costs and decreased lead-times (AstraZeneca, 2013).  

4.2 Delimitations of the business case 
Due to the timeframe of the master thesis delimitations have been made. Observations and the 
visualisation of the artwork process have been limited to include only modification of existing 
artwork and new product launch. Furthermore, the process have been mapped and observed 
with respect to the production lines of blister. The same applies for deviations; only those 
associated to the blister section have been observed and examined. Interviews have been 
limited to involve one to five persons at each department: the team leader and one to four 
employees.  
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4.3 The artwork process 
The artwork process includes different departments, which have different responsibilities and 
roles during the process. Appendix 2 – Department responsibility of the artwork process 
describes the departments and their responsibilities and roles. AstraZeneca divides artwork 
into two parts within the artwork process: artwork and overprinting/online printing. 
AstraZeneca defines artwork as: ‘All printings that are on the packaging material except of 
the online printing’ (AstraZeneca, SOP402438). Overprinting/online printing is defined as: 
‘The text on the packaging materials that are printed in the production, examples are expire 
date and manufacturing date’ (AstraZeneca, SOP402438). Example of artwork and online 
printing is shown in figure 11. 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

Figure 11. The top of the package shows an example of what AstraZeneca defines as artwork. 
The black arrows show the online printing. (Picture taken by the investigators at PET 
Packaging, Gärtuna) 
AstraZeneca operates in different markets and different markets have their own artwork and 
online printing. It is important to have in mind that it is the market company within the 
country that specifies the artwork and online printing with respect to the regulations and 
standards decided by their authorities and governments. AstraZeneca does also have to follow 
the regulations good manufacturing practice, GMP. GMP refers to an international system of 
rules that all pharmaceutical companies must follow to be allowed to manufacture medicines 
(Nationalencyklopedin, 2014). Furthermore, the different markets decide when the last 
implementation date for a new or updated product is. Because of this, different countries and 
markets can differ from each other and have different requirements, which can be easy, or less 
easy, to meet for AstraZeneca. The way the different markets want their artwork and online 
printing is shown in two different documentations called label request form, LRF, and market 
information form, MIF. The documents can be updated anytime and thus it is important for 
AstraZeneca to understand the requirements from the markets. If not, it can result with 
reclamations or a lot of waste in the artwork process.  
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Figure 12 shows some of the most important parts included in the process when creating an 
artwork or online printing.  
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

Figure 12. Parts that are included for the different artwork and online printing which should 
be designed and produced in the artwork process.  

In the end of the artwork process the different artwork and online printing should be printed at 
different materials. As the introduction described AstraZeneca has five different packing 
methods and this research will investigate one, blister.  

4.3.1 Blister 

Blister is one of the packing methods at the site PET Packaging Gärtuna. The materials, which 
are included in the packaging material for blister are: label, leaflet, carton and foil. Figure 13 
depicts an example of the packaging materials. 

Figure 13. Example of packaging material for blister. The picture shows carton, leaflet and 
foil (Picture taken by the investigators at PET Packaging, Gärtuna). 
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4.3.2 Current situation  
The artwork process has been designed and mapped with an approach of the value stream map 
method called swim lane. A value stream analysis was performed to observe and understand 
the current situation of the artwork process. The analysis is based on interviews with 
employees at the involved departments as well as internal documents called standard 
operating procedure, SOPs, at AstraZeneca.  
The mapped flow is confidential material and thus presented to AstraZeneca only, found in 
Appendix 1 - Suggested improvements. However, a view of the artwork process is presented 
in figure 14, this in order to get a hint of the complexity.  

Figure 14. The value stream of the artwork process. The value stream describes the different 
parts of the artwork process and which departments that are involved in the process. Due to 
the confidentiality of the result is the picture unclear.  

Departments included in the artwork process are customer service, the department of 
packaging development, master data, quality assurance, planning, storage and dispensing 
and production. 
The departments are responsible for different tasks within the artwork process, which are 
described in the Appendix 2 - Department responsibility of the artwork process. Furthermore, 
with whom the departments interact with is also stated. By interact the investigators mean 
how the departments contact each other within the standard process. This is done by using 
different data systems, email, live discussion or phone calls.  

The value stream resulted in a mapped complex process, where different data systems are 
used to handle information and actions. A gap analysis was performed to understand how the 
artwork process can be developed and what kind of improvements can be done. From the 
interviews conducted, as well as own observations through the gap analysis, several 
constraints, problems, gaps and deviations throughout the process have been observed. 
The identification of gaps, problems, constraints and deviations from the analysis showed a 
common lack of communication throughout the artwork process. The current situation did 
also show that gaps and critical resources occurred due to tacit knowledge, unstructured 
documents, manual control and lack of or incorrect information in the data system. 
Furthermore, the result showed a lack of knowledge about the other departments involved in 
the process and lack of knowledge and understanding how to follow the SOPs. There are also 
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problems regarding investigation, knowledge and solving of deviations and problems that has 
occurred in the artwork process. 
4.3.3 Deviations 
Errors and faults occurring within the internal processes are referred to as GMP-deviations. 
Deviations are divided into three levels; level 1, 2 and 3 with respect to the impact of the 
GMP-deviation. Furthermore, errors and faults can be referred to as incidents. Deviations 
regarding artwork have been occurred and studied by the investigators. The investigators of 
the master thesis have also observed ‘hidden deviations’. By ‘hidden’ means errors and faults 
too small and insignificant to be regarded as ‘real’ deviation for one or another reason. These 
are seldom registered or logged in properly manner as well as rarely followed up. Examples 
of ‘hidden deviations’ are errors and fault occurring in the production. If errors occur before 
the production have started i.e. before the packaging of the tablets have even begun, they are 
not considered as deviations even though the production line is not able to pack the tablets 
and therefore standing still. ‘Hidden deviations’ have been observed throughout the whole 
artwork process. The ‘hidden deviations’ are related to the critical resources. Problems and 
‘hidden deviations’ found are presented to AstraZeneca in appendix 1 - Suggested 
improvements.  

4.3.4 Complaints 
Errors and faults occurring after the order is dispatched from AstraZeneca and discovered by 
the end customers are referred to as complaints. As with GMP-deviations, complaints are 
divided into three levels; level 1, 2 and 3 with respect to the impact the complaint may have 
caused. The amounts of complaints are presented to AstraZeneca in appendix 1 - Suggested 
improvements. 
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4.3.5 Improvements of the current situation  
Kaizen stars have been used to visualise where the gaps and critical resources have occurred 
in the process. The findings are confidential material and thus presented to AstraZeneca only, 
presented in Appendix 1 - Suggested improvements. Recommendations of how to improve the 
process are also confidential material and thus, only presented to AstraZeneca, found in 
Appendix 1 - Suggested improvements. 
The kaizen events have been fundamental to make improvements of the artwork process. 
Figure 15 shows the value stream with kaizen stars.  

 
 

Figure 15. Value stream with kaizen stars. The kaizen stars show where gaps and critical 
recourses have been found and thus where improvements can be done. Improvements were 
found all over the value stream. Due to the confidentiality of the result the picture is unclear 
and not meant to be readable. 

The kaizen stars are placed where critical resources and gaps have been observed in the 
process. Examples of critical resources and gaps include tacit knowledge, unstructured 
documents, manual control and lack of or incorrect information in the data system.  
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5 Analysis 
This chapter discusses and analyses the empirical findings in conjunction with the literature 
gathered. Thus, the empirical findings serve as a foundation in order to answer the main 
research question. The three sub questions are answered in chronological order summing up 
answering the main research question.  

5.1 1. How is the value stream designed? 
To answer the first sub question theories regarding value stream mapping are analysed as 
well as definition of artwork and lean theories.  
The United State Patent (2005) means the process of creating and producing artwork is 
complex and involves several departments. The artwork within the pharmaceutical industry 
does generally include a number of art objects. The content and format of the packaging 
components are usually highly regulated. AstraZeneca’s artwork is not an exception and 
during the investigation of the artwork process many questions where asked to solve the 
complexity of the artwork process. At AstraZeneca two kinds of printing can be identified, 
artwork and online printing. It is important to know the difference of these two when 
investigating the value stream since the two printings are having different processes in the 
value stream, however the processes are connected to each other. According to AstraZeneca 
SOP402438, the online printing is the text on the packaging materials that is printed at the 
packaging department, for example expire date and manufacturing date. The artwork is all the 
remaining printings on the packaging materials and is already printed before the product 
reaches the department of production. Therefore, AstraZeneca differ from the definition 
pointed out by McIndoe and Love (2012) who meant that artwork should describe any text or 
graphic, which are applied on the packaging components.  

However, the value stream map was made for the two definitions of printing that AstraZeneca 
has. Womack et al. (2007) argued that always when there is a product related to a customer 
there is also a value stream. The product that has been investigated in the business case is 
blister, which is a packing method for tablets. Because of the high regulations according to the 
pharmaceutical industry (United State Patent, 2005) the packaging components to the blister 
are highly regulated. In this case that means that it is the different governments and market 
authorities that are deciding how the artwork and online printing should be designed, which 
information should be on the packaging material and how the layout of the packaging material 
should look like. This investigation was made because AstraZeneca wanted to increase their 
understanding of the artwork process. Before the investigation it was hard to make 
improvements as well as understand where gaps and critical resources occured in the process 
due to the lack of knowledge of the process. This is in line with Petersson et al. (2009) theory 
about value streams. They mean it is important to have good knowledge about the current 
situation and how the products and information are moving in the value stream otherwise 
changes and improvements cannot be contributed to the process.  
Thus, the artwork process was mapped. As stated above, it is a complex process and it was 
important to understand the value adding and non-value adding components in the process as 
Hines and Rich (1997) state. Both the value adding and non-value adding actions are bringing 
the information and product through the process (Rahani and al-Asharf, 2012). However, 
Womack and Jones (2003) mean that the value stream should be based on what adds value to 
the customer. Petersson et al. (2009) do also argue that a production flow includes three parts: 
product flow, material flow and information flow. This was also investigated at the artwork 
process at AstraZeneca as well as the components that are value adding in the process. The 
research was made through analysing interviews and GMP-deviations as well as ‘hidden 
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deviations’ that have occurred in the process. The production flow is the creation of the 
artwork and the online printing, which are considering as products. The packaging material 
refers to the material flow and there is a big amount of information flow regarding both the 
product, but also the regulations and the different departments responsibilities and tasks.  
The recommended method swim lane by Petersson et al. (2009) was used when constructed 
the value stream map of the artwork process. This makes the process clear as it has a clear 
design that is easy to follow. Rahani and al-Asharf (2012) discusses the importance of 
screening through the whole process flow and therefore every department involved in the 
artwork process were interviewed and analysed. From the analysis, the production flow of the 
artwork process could be mapped. The result illustrates a complex process involving many 
steps, departments and different data systems used to create the artwork and online printing.  

Petersson et al. (2009) mean that the organisation will reach more efficiency if the process is 
designed to make waste visible. They are also arguing that lean production is a method for 
identifying and eliminating waste. Furthermore, Shamah (2013) means that eliminating waste 
can be made through continuous improvements by implementing tools and technics that 
involves the lean perspectives. Liker (2009) argues that continuous improvement is a key 
principle of lean. AstraZeneca is using the lean-philosophy today but during the analysis of 
the artwork process it was found that lean tools are not used in this process. Therefore, the 
suggested improvements to the value stream included investigation of the seven plus one 
waste, 5S and five why. This techniques and tools are included in the confidential material 
presented to AstraZeneca.  
To sum up, the value stream of the artwork process is a complex process. Gaps and critical 
resources have been investigated and suggested improvements have to been made to improve 
the process. Lack of knowledge regarding the process occur and must be solved in order to 
reach higher productivity and to solve the current gaps and critical recourses.  

5.2 2. How is performance measurement system used? 
To answer the second sub question the development of performance measurement systems is 
discussed. 
Historical, performance measurement systems has focused on financial performance and 
short-termism (Neely et al., 2007). By doing so, long-term investments and goals, as well as 
working with continuous improvements for sustainable and lasting solutions to achieve 
resilient organisations, were less prioritised. However, short-term results were the one 
organisations focused on. Criticism began to rise and models including external and internal, 
long-term and short-term as well as ‘soft’ and ‘hard’ performance measures developed (Slack 
and Lewis, 2011). Methods and frameworks began to develop. Kaplan and Norton (1992) 
have developed the best known and most popular performance measurement framework, the 
balanced scorecard. In addition to financial measures, an internal, customer and learning and 
growth perspective was identified. Managers were now able to view performance in several 
areas at the same time. However, the balanced scorecard developed and the second-generation 
balanced scorecard was presented. It stressed the fact that the model should not only be seen 
as an evolution method but instead as a communication and strategic planning device (Lawrie 
and Cobbold, 2004). Now the organisation’s vision and mission could be visualised trough 
strategy maps. However, even though second-generation balanced scorecard tries to 
communicate the strategic vision to the operational level (Carmona et.al, 2011) it is hard to 
make sure that the vision and mission are fully understood by the employees. From the 
second-generation balanced scorecard the third-generation balanced scorecard was developed. 
The vision and mission of the organisation were now even more visualised to the employees 
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(Lawrie and Cobbold, 2004). The visualisation will be made by a two-way communication 
between the strategic and operational level. Additionally, the fact of having a destination 
statement, a reference point of where the organisation is striving, will enable the organisation 
to find what to focus on. The empirical findings confirm what the literature emphasis, the fact 
that it is important to visualise the organisation’s strategy in order to perform well. If the 
strategy is vague stated or not communicated well trough the organisation, performance in the 
process will be harder.  

Consequently, balanced scorecard is used to communicate the organisation’s strategy to an 
operational level. From the empirical study observations have been made that a balanced 
scorecard must even more stress the fact that individuals on an operational level must 
understand the overall strategy. The balanced scorecard should not only be used at strategic 
level, the team manager at an operational level should also use balanced scorecard to visualise 
and communicate the organisation’s and the department’s vision and goals. The third-
generation balanced scorecard stresses the fact that there must be a two-way communication, 
both downward from the strategic level and upward from the operational level (Andersen and 
Lawrie, 2004). The empirical study supports this statement. By having a two-way 
communication, problems and deviations will be visible throughout the organisation and thus, 
more likely be solved. However, the literature does not explicitly state how to succeed with 
the two-way communication. The overall organisation strategy will be achieved if all internal 
processes perform well. Therefore, team managers play a crucial role of linking the internal 
process’ vision to match the organisation’s vision and to visualise this to the employees. 
Observations were made that, having a person responsible for the entire artwork process at an 
operational level will facilitate the visualisation and ensure the two-way communication. This 
person, the process owner/sponsor, will be dedicated to work with the artwork process and 
thus also be the driving force behind maintaining the communication amongst the involved 
parties. Having a two-way communication downward and upward will also increase the 
interactions between the departments involved in the process. If deviations and problems 
occurring within the process are communicated upward to the process owner, that person can 
facilitate the continuous communication with other departments to find solutions and solve 
the problems. 
To sum up, balanced scorecard is used to focus on long-term performance and includes a 
financial, internal, customer as well as learning and growth perspective. Balanced scorecard 
has been developed through the years and today a third-generation balanced scorecard is the 
most developed. The third-generation balanced scorecard emphasizes the fact of having a 
destination statement: a reference point of where the organisation is striving. Additionally, 
having a two-way communication is discussed. In order to ensure the two-way 
communication it has been found that a person responsible for the entire process at an 
operational level is needed. The person will make sure that the process’ vision and goals align 
with the organisation’s overall strategy as well as facilitate and ensure a two-way 
communication.  
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5.3 3. How to measure improvements through performance measurement 
systems? 

To answer the third sub question the approach of the third-generation balanced scorecard 
have been used as well as analysing different improvements strategies and KPIs.   
Slack et al. (2010) mean that it is always possible to make improvements in every operation 
and processes. During the value stream mapping of the artwork process a gap analysis were 
made to understand where gaps occurred. Schniederjans et al. (2010) state that a gap analysis 
is conducted in two steps: determine the current state followed by identifying desire, future 
state. By using a gap analysis the knowledge of the employee performance can be examined. 
Franklin (2006) argues that the operational outcome is an effect of employee performance and 
therefore the employee performance is related to the activities perspective. By using the 
method ‘five why’ performance gaps can be investigated, in order to find the root-cause of the 
gap (Franklin, 2006). Several gaps where found in the artwork process when the analysis 
based on the interviews were made. Furthermore, critical resources were also identified in the 
artwork process and as Stevenson et al. (2005) mean, critical resources can occur anywhere in 
a complex make-to-order process. Olhager (2000) argues that critical resources are defined as 
recourses that will slow down the process flow of material or information. Critical recourses 
were discovered from both analysing the interviews as well as analysing the process flow. 
These findings included tacit knowledge, unclear document, which affects the creation of the 
artwork and online printing, manual control and lack or incorrect information in the 
technology system regarding the artwork and online printing. The result from the business 
case analysis did also include lack of knowledge about the other departments involved in the 
process and lack of knowledge and understanding how and why to follow the standard work 
documents. There are also problems with investigation, knowledge and solving of deviations 
and problems that has occurred in the artwork process. The gaps and critical recourses were 
visualised through kazien stars, which makes it easier to understand where effort must be put 
in the process.  

When solving the gaps and critical resources throughout the artwork process two 
improvements strategies, breakthrough and continuous improvement, were analysed. Slack 
and Lewis (2011) mean that the breakthrough improvement is involving the major changes 
and continuous improvements are involving the small changes of the process. Therefore, the 
different gaps and critical resources were investigated to understand what improvements 
could be made to solve them. Effect, pace, involvement, approach, stimulus, practical 
requirements and effort orientation were analysed to understand which improvement strategy 
that fit the process. Furthermore, Slack and Lewis (2011) do also mean that the breakthrough 
strategy is often criticised because it is difficult to realise changes quickly in practice. 
However, the analysis of the artwork process resulted in different improvements that can be 
connected to both continuous improvements and breakthrough improvements. Continuous 
improvements since they have to be made in small steps, all employees must be involved, and 
require little investment but great effort to maintain and breakthrough improvements since 
some of the improvements are related to the technology, have few champions and can be 
related to short time and dramatic in the process. 
However, Franklin (2006) examines that actions can be taken when the performance gap is 
identified and the actions or activities will be related as improvements of the organisation. As 
discussed the third-generation balanced scorecard is a development of the second-generation 
balanced scorecard. The elaboration is the activities and outcomes as well as the destination 
statement. Andersen and Lawrie (2004) mean that the activity and outcome perspectives will 
give the organisation a two-way feedback system, which supports both a downward 
communication system and an upward communication system. At the same time Lawrie and 
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Cobbold (2004) are arguing that it is important to know if right activities are represented and 
if correct outcomes from the activities are exposed. Andersson et al. (2001) continue to 
describe the including parts in the activity level as objectives that has to be continued 
improved and further developed. They do also mean that outcome level relates to the desired 
outcomes of the activities for example how the organisation wants to be seen by their 
customers. Lawrie and Cobbold (2004) continue to discuss that the third-generation balanced 
scorecard supports the information issue through simplification of the communication of key 
data and also by simplify the identification of communication in an organisation’s hierarchy. 
However, Lawrie et al. (2004) argue that the third-generation balanced scorecard is a 
performance measurement system intended to help management teams communicate and 
monitor the implementation of strategy.  

The result from AstraZeneca shows that the common reason for gaps and critical resource in 
the process is lack of communication throughout the artwork process. There are also several 
hidden deviations that are not investigated because of lack in communication and ignorance to 
what these deviation means to the process. Gopal and Thakkar (2012) argue that a more open 
and transparent communication among the employees will result in improved organisational 
performance. Therefore, the third-generation balanced scorecard approach can be used to 
increase the communication in order to solve the communication errors at the artwork process 
at AstraZeneca. The two-way feedback system including activities and outcomes aims to 
helping increase the communication regarding problems occurred in the process. However, it 
is important to measure the outcome of the performance from the activities and KPIs are used 
to indicate what organisations must do to increase their performance. KPIs are a non-financial 
measure, which is helping organisations align the different operations with the strategy for the 
organisation. Parmenter (2010) means that the KPIs indicate what actions need to be taken to 
reach the desired result or outcome.  

The empirical study shows that it is important to have communication between different 
activities to reach the desired outcome, otherwise gaps and critical recourses occur in the 
process. The activities can be seen as the improvements and the outcome can be seen as the 
result of the different KPIs. AstraZeneca is measuring KPIs within different departments. 
Some departments have KPIs related to the artwork process, however no KPIs are found for 
the entire artwork process since it has not been mapped. Therefore it is important to analyse 
what the outcomes from the activities should be, meaning that it is important to understand 
the improvements, activities, and what they can do for the process. By analysing and 
establishing activities for the process improvements can be measured. By measuring the 
improvements or the reason for the improvements, communication can be increased. This 
because the knowledge of the activities and outcomes will transparency in the process and the 
employee will create understand where and why improvements must be made. A visible 
process will also increase communication through the process.  
The literature means that the third-generation balanced scorecard contributes with a two-way 
communication system and by implementing it in the artwork process the improvements can 
be measured through better knowledge both down-stream and up-stream in the process.  
However, Gopal and Thakkar (2012) are arguing that the use of performance measures and 
metrics are not a one-time effort but the organisation must ensure continuous review of the 
system.  

To sum up, activities and outcomes, developed in the third-generation balanced scorecard 
facilitate the communication of the organisations strategy. It is stated that a more transparent 
and open communication among the employees results in improved organisational 
performance. Thus, the third-generation balanced scorecard approach can be used to increase 
the communication to solve the communication errors currently occurring in the artwork 
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process at AstraZeneca. KPIs can be used to measure the outcome from the activities. These 
are indicating what the organisation needs to do in order to improve their performance. 
However, using the performance measures are not a one-time effort but should be used 
continuously to examine the performance.   

5.4 How is performance measurement system used to improve the value 
stream of artwork in a pharmaceutical company? 

To answer the research question the analysis of the three sub questions has been used.  
The master thesis has included a value stream mapping of an artwork process at the 
pharmaceutical company, AstraZeneca. Conclusions made from the analysis showed that the 
artwork process is complex. The many data systems used and the high number of people and 
many departments involved in process causes the complexity of the process. Gaps and critical 
resources have been investigated and improvements have to been made to improve the 
process. Lack of knowledge and responsibilities within the process were the major gap found. 
This is a crucial gap to fill to reach higher productivity and to solve the other gaps and critical 
recourses fund in the process. Lack of knowledge is closely related to the bursting 
communication between different departments.  

It is found that a more transparent and open communication among the employees results in 
improved organisational performance. Thus, the third-generation balanced scorecard approach 
can be used to increase the communication and solve the communication errors currently 
occurring in the artwork process at AstraZeneca. KPIs can be used to measure the outcome 
from the activities. The activities and outcomes, developed in the third-generation balanced 
scorecard facilitate the communication of the organisations strategy. These are indicating 
what the organisation needs to do in order to improve their performance.  
In order to ensure the two-way communication it has been found that a person responsible for 
the entire process at an operational level is needed. The person will make sure that the 
process’ vision and goals align with the organisation’s overall strategy as well as facilitate and 
ensure a two-way communication. However, using the performance measures are not a one-
time effort but should be used continuously to examine the performance.   
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6 Conclusions 
This chapter presents the main findings of the master thesis. Each sub question have been 
analysed in order to provide findings to answer the research question. Furthermore, future 
areas of investigation are presented.  

6.1 Empirical contribution   
In terms of empirical contribution the findings from this research have shown that it is 
important to have good knowledge about the performance of a process. The value stream map 
should be used to increase the knowledge about the process and it must be performed in a way 
so wastes, gaps and critical resources will be visible. These must be visible in order to make 
improvements in the process, which will lead to increased efficiency. To make improvements 
it has been shown that the most efficient method is to use different lean tools. However, the 
organisation and the employees working in the value stream must have insight and knowledge 
about the process and value stream otherwise improvements cannot be performed. The 
findings have shown that the current artwork process has not adopted the performance 
measurements system approach, though the research found that it is important to have more 
transparent and open communication among the employees because it will improve the 
organisational performance. Thus, the performance measurement system must be used in a 
way that communicates and increases the knowledge of the value stream process.  

6.2 Theoretical contribution  
The theoretical contribution of this research is related to the performance measurement 
system, the balanced scorecard. It has been identified that it is important to have a person that 
“owns” the process, a sponsor. The main task for the sponsor will be to ensure the 
communication and improvements stated in the strategic objectives are made in the right way 
as well as ensure that the process goal and vision align with the overall organisational 
strategy. The sponsor should use the third-generation balanced scorecard, which aims to 
measure performance, to understand which activities must be done to improve the process. 
The sponsor must communicate this to the employees in the value stream as well as ensure the 
employees communicate downward and upward regarding how the activities are performed 
and if there must be any changes of the activities or objectives. By doing so, the sponsor 
ensures a proper two-way communication within the process and will also be able to measure 
the performance due to the outcomes of the activities of the process. It is important to have in 
mind that the literature of balanced scorecard does not explicit state how to ensure the two- 
way communication in a value stream process. Thus, the theoretical contribution of this thesis 
is how to maintain this two-way communication and an example is the sponsor of the process.   

Furthermore, the research confirms the importance of transparency and open communication 
as the third-generation balanced scorecard stresses. Without the measures it is hard to 
understand where improvements have to be done and furthermore the measures must be 
communicated through the process and organisation.  

6.3 Research conclusion  
In order to improve the value stream of the artwork process, third-generation balanced 
scorecard is to be used. During the empirical study gaps and critical resources within the 
artwork process were found. Common cause of why they have occurred was the lack of 
knowledge and communication between employees among the different departments involved 
in the process. As stated in the literature, a more transparent and open communication among 
the employees results in improved organisational performance. Thus, AstraZeneca must 
communicate and interact with the involved employees better in order to improve their 
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artwork process. It has been found that activities and outcomes developed in the third-
generation balanced scorecard facilitate the communication of the organisations strategy. The 
model stresses the fact of using a two-way communication to visualise the organisation’s 
strategy. Consequently, adopting the third-generation balanced scorecard at an operational 
level at AstraZeneca will enable a better communication. To indicate what activities must be 
taken to influence results, KPIs can be used. However, it is important to realise, using 
performance measures are not a one-time effort but should be used continuously to experience 
performance. The literature does not explicitly state how to succeed with the two-way 
communication. During the empirical study it was found that in order to ensure the two-way 
communication a person responsible for the entire process at an operational level is needed. 
This person, the sponsor, will make sure that the process’ vision and goals align with the 
organisation’s overall strategy as well as facilitate and ensure a two-way communication. 

6.4 Delimitations and further areas of research 
This master thesis has resulted in conclusions being made regarding how performance 
measurement system is used to improve the value stream of artwork within a pharmaceutical 
company. A case study at AstraZeneca has been conducted and was delimited to concern the 
blister section only. Thus, further research can be done within other business areas dealing 
with an internal artwork process. Similarities and dissimilarities between the business areas 
can be observed in order to extend the knowledge of how to improve the value stream at its 
best way.  

Additionally, the master thesis has focused at third-generation balanced scorecard only. No 
studies of what performance measurement system is the most suitable one has been done. 
Thus important insight and knowledge can be provided if comparing different performance 
measurement systems.  
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Appendix 1 – Suggested improvements 
Appendix 1 – Suggested improvements contains confidential information regarding the 
artwork process and is therefore attached to the report presented to AstraZeneca only. 
Identified gaps and bottlenecks as well as suggestions for improvements are presented. 
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Appendix 2 - Department responsibility of the artwork process 
Responsibilities and activities related to the artwork process are presented shortly for each 
department.  
Market Company 

The market company is responsible to send the labelling request form, LRF to customer 
service. In the LRF requirements stated by the governments and authority are specified.  

Customer Service 
Customer service is responsible for all communication with the market companies. When a 
market company sends a LRF customer service receives the LRF in Gazelle. Gazelle is a 
global system used within AstraZeneca meaning sites all over the world are using the same 
system. It does also serves as a platform for the internal information handling of the artwork 
process. Customer service is starting and closing the project related to the artwork process in 
Gazelle. They create suggestion for packaging layouts as cartons and leaflets with master 
sheet as their templates. They are also making purchase specifications and are responsible for 
linking of overprinting to the right product version, PV.  
Customer service interacts with: market company, department of planning, master data and 
the department of packaging development.  
Department of packaging development 

If it is a new product launch project regarding packaging material the department of 
packaging development creates a packaging instruction as well as doing templates to the 
purchase specifications. Furthermore, they are having contact with the suppliers regarding the 
packaging materials. They are sending the drawings to the suppliers to make sure that the 
drawings can be manufactured. The department of packaging development approves the 
suggested packaging drawings and leaflets chosen by customer service and is responsible to 
make sure that the production lines are able to pint the artwork at the packaging material.  
The department of packaging development interacts with: customer service and the 
department of planning.  
Quality assurance, QA 

QA is reviewing and approving new PV relating to one or more finish pack within an ECO-
errand. Among other things they check if master data has import right material and right 
amount as well as correct manufacturing method. Furthermore, they check if the online 
printing specification, OPS, matches the artwork uploaded in Gazelle. In this step QA also 
check whether the undecorated packaging material matches the master sheet and if the article 
has been updated to status 30.  

QA reviews and approves the manufactured packaging material, which are approved against 
the LRF and MIF. Furthermore, they approve the packaging material against the OPS. QA is 
also responsible to release the manufactured packaging material.  
QA interacts with: master data, the department of planning and production  
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Department of planning 

Customer service is sending the LRF to the department of planning, who is responsible to 
approve the LRF. They do always approve the LRF as soon as possible. Question regarding 
the information within the LRF are handled afterwards. Questions can concern the latest 
implementation date, LID. This must be made in this way because it is important for customer 
service to start the artwork project as soon as possible. 
When master data makes the technical approvals of the PV the department of planning is 
monitoring if the components in the PV have reached status 30. When the components reach 
status 30 the department of planning can make a purchase of components if needed. 

When the department of planning receives the PV they are prioritizing them. This means they 
are prioritizing the new components over the old, which will lead to a demand of the new 
components instead of the old components in the old PV.      
The department of planning has to inform QA to block old packaging material. The 
department of planning will before they book an order check if old packaging material will be 
exchange to a new version, if so, they inform QA who are responsible of blocking the old 
material.  
The department of planning is responsible to do the operational planning of deciding which 
order should be packed at what production line. If packaging material with a new artwork has 
been made the department of planning must inform the market companies when the order 
with the new packaging material will arrive. They do so by entering ‘new batch’ in Gazelle, 
which serves as a signal to the market company that new packaging material soon will arrive. 
The department of planning have to manual control if QA has released the first batch. 
The department of planning interacts with: customer service, master data, market company, 
quality assurance and the department of packaging development  
Master Data 

Master data sets up a workflow in Sharepoint, which is an internal system for information 
handling at AstraZeneca, after they get the signal of ‘OK for bill of material’, BOM. Master 
data creates the PV by linking the BOM and the master recipe. The master recipe indicates 
what product lines the packing material can be used on. If needed master data does also link 
artwork to the cliché. Master data is responsible of making ‘technical improvement’ on the 
PV. 

Master data interacts with: customer service, QA and Planning  
Production  

The Production receives the process order form the department of planning. Regarding the 
artwork process, the production enables the process of printing the overprinting at the 
packaging material. The operators working at the production lines, retrieves all packaging 
material by themselves including, if needed, the cliché matrix. The cliché matrix is needed 
depending on what equipment the production line is equipped with. If the product line uses 
laser to print the overprinting at the foil with, no cliché matrix is needed. If laser is used, the 
production line is using a data system called C-sat, otherwise HAPA is used.  
The production is using the OPS to know what variable data is to be uploaded at the data 
systems and thus printed on the packaging material. The OPS is also used when reviewing 
and approving the packed product.  
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The production interacts with: the department of planning, the department of storage and 
dispensing and quality assurance.  
 

Department of storage and dispensing 
The department of storage and dispensing manufacture the cliché that is going to be used in 
the production when printing the overprint at the foil. The department of storage and 
dispensing uses the OPS to make the layout of the cliché. The OPS is available in SAP when 
the department of planning has booked the orders, meaning that the department of storage and 
dispensing can start manufacture the cliché when the orders are booked.  

When the clichés are finished the operators at the production lines using a cliché, are able to 
pick them up outside the storage and dispensing.  

The department of storage and dispensing interacts with: Production and the department of 
planning. 
 

 

 
 
 

 
 

 

 

  


